
MALEFICENCE AND MYSTICS 

SUFI PRINCIPLES VERSUS  THE TALIBAN REGIME 

 

Tasawwuf also referred to as Sufism in Arabic-speaking countries is an Islamic mysticism 

that places a strong emphasis on introspection and a personal relationship with God. Sufism is 

a mystic branch of Islam that places a firm accentuation on internal purification and self-

rejection in order to strengthen relationships with God.1 The Silsila—the network of spiritual 

leadership and knowledge—represents an institutionalization of Sufism in the form of the Sufi 

households.  

 

It embodies the mystical movement within Islam and prioritizes passion and devotion over a 

formalized definition of faith.2 Sufism is a school of Islamic thought that encourages inward 

reflection and highlights the mystical, peaceful qualities of our religion. Furthermore, Sufism 

promotes pluralism however, it is not a sect or a branch of law. The Chishti, the Qadiriyya, the 

Suhrawardiyya, and the Naqshbandi are the four primary Sufi orders in Afghanistan and the 

surrounding area.3 Sufism is an ascetic spiritual discipline that was established by the early 

fighters of Islam, who marched into Central Asia from the Arabian Peninsula and lived in all-

male bands on the borders of the fledgling empire.4 They accepted local customs as they 

traveled, even some that appeared to conflict with the fundamental principles of Islam, like 

music. The Chishti gained a reputation as the most musical Sufi order by fusing the Persian 

whirling dervish dances with the devotional music known as qawwali, which originated in 

south Asia.5  

 

In Afghanistan, Sufi mystics have developed a powerful and increasingly complex political 

role, expanding their influence beyond the spiritual sphere. They served as the king's wazirs, 
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court advisors, peacemakers, and philosophers. Many mystics fled Afghanistan or went into 

hiding in the 1990s due to the harsh Taliban government and years of growing radicalism in 

the area.6 These traditionalist Sufi leaders, who once played a significant political role in 

Afghanistan for centuries, have gradually lost political clout during the past three decades. The 

Taliban harshly punished mystics who participated in the rituals and were particularly hostile 

to the Shrine culture, in particular the song and dance that was more frequently performed by 

the Chishtiyya order.7 Many initially belonged to the Taliban organization, but as time went on, 

Wahabi-inspired individuals grew to be more prevalent. Sufis were made silent, some were 

persecuted, particularly those who belonged to the Chishtiyya Sufi Order, which views music 

as a potent means of approaching Allah. 8  Sayed Makhdoom Rahin, the Afghan Culture 

Minister and a Sufi by background, claimed that the Taliban broke into Sufi gatherings, 

humiliated and beat up many of them, and destroyed their musical instruments.9 Although the 

Taliban leadership in the 1990s outlawed a number of Sufi traditions and pursued a severe 

stance toward Sufi mystics, “staunch rivalry” is an inaccurate description of their interactions 

with Sufi political families.10 The first generation of Taliban was influenced by Sufism through 

both a Deobandi-infused education and the township traditions of their religious instruction, as 

opposed to later generations who were more thoroughly rooted in Salafi ideas.11 Some of the 

first generations of Taliban leaders, who were in charge in the 1990s, believed that some forms 

of Sufi practice were legitimately Islamic while striving to control or delegitimize others. 

 

The relationship between Sufism and the Taliban is very intricate. Sufi organizations like the 

Chishtiyyah, which promotes the blending of zikr and music, originated in Afghanistan. Zikr is 

the order which examines the essence of faith with adherents of this mystical Islamic tradition, 

where the Sufi Revival immerses four participants in an interactive virtual reality adventure 

into a world of euphoric ritual and music.12 However, not all forms of zikr, were subject to 

examination when the Taliban were in power. Taliban restrictions on vocalized zikr (zikr jahr), 
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in which participants’ voices alone create the ritual’s rhythm, have been reported by a number 

of Sufi groups.13 The rhythmization brought it too near to music and raised the possibility of 

causing trances that would encourage dancing, which is against the ultraradical ideology 

followed by the Taliban. Therefore, to preserve the Sufi culture, it was imperative to keep some 

types of zikr hidden from the Taliban. In order to preserve communities and customs during the 

Taliban regime, self-censorship, providing depoliticized interpretations, and limiting 

modalities of communication were frequently used strategies.14  However, the Taliban regime 

in the 1990s was much more radical, conservative, and extreme than the present situation.   

 

One of Kabul's most popular Sufi locations, which was packed with devotees after weekly 

prayers, became the latest victim in a succession of terrorist explosions over the past two weeks, 

as a result of the physical brutality perpetrated against Sufis in Afghanistan.15 As Afghans get 

ready to celebrate Eid al-Fitr, a festive Muslim holiday that marks the end of Ramadan, the 

violence has shattered months of peace under Taliban rule and stoked fears of more attacks.16 

The bombing may also have increased pressure on Taliban officials to seek support and counsel 

from a wider range of Afghans as the possibility of violence escalates. Up until now, Taliban 

officials have maintained control inside a small ethnic and religious circle. It is extremely 

astonishing to observe that even the revered and venerable forms and orders of Islam, such 

as Sufism, which have a strong influence and impact on the Afghan population as a whole, 

encounter many difficulties in upholding their religious beliefs.  

 

To keep the traditions and the Sufi orders alive in Afghanistan, the Sufi saints still believe 

that dialogue with the Taliban regarding practices remains a possibility. Sayeed Makhdoom 

Raheem, the minister of information and culture, 2011, attempted to use Sufi Sufism a calming 

influence against the Taliban whilst still exerting pressure on Sufis to consider reducing their 

ostentatious devotions in anticipation of peace negotiations17.Sufism promotes humanity and 
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harmony, which can only be attained when one is most close to the all-mighty god. The 

Taliban's violent actions could only disturb the peace and contradict Islamic principles. 


